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HEALTH CARE GROUPS 

INTRODUCTION 

My interest in multi-hospital systems has grown out of both practical and 

theoretical exposure . For nine years I worked in the Los Angeles County Hospital 

system which ope rated eight separate hospitals plus a number of ambulatory health 

and mental health centers. On the less practical side, I have been both an 

observer as well as a patient of Southern California Kaiser- Permanente system for 

an even longer p eriod of time. 

Centuries ago , in rural England, 'the commons' was a grazing field 

open to all individuals in a community . Each, addressing his own 

individual needs , placed further cattle upon it until the green grass 

died. 'The t ragedy of the common s ' was that no mech anisms 

existed for confronting each person with the inevitable fate that 

linked him to his fellows. All societies, this one in particular , had 

placed some value upon individualism and competition. This works 

so long as resources are relatively infinite compared with the demands 

p laced upon them. Today r esources are not infinite, and t asks are 

so comple x that neither individuals nor single organizations can 

perform them altogether effectively . We are in an era of inte1·dependence . 1 

This quotation aptly describes the environment of our times. Traditionally, 

hospitals have existed as freestanding, a utonomous institutions, largely in control of 

their own d estiny. In recent years, however, pressure has mounted to contain 

costs, to rationalize the deliv ery of care , to r e d uce unnecessary duplication of 

facilities and services, to increase the availability of and access to c are , and to 

impr ove quality. While v arious legislative and 1·egulatory schemes have been proposed 

or enacted as presumed reme~dies, what has been lacking is an examination of the 

basic structure o f the hospit al i ndustry . The growth and development of multi

institutional arrangements r e presents an attempt, through organizational integration 

and consolidation , to restructure the industry from within in order to effectively 

meet the challenges being faced . Increasing ly, hospitals are recognizing t he need 

to work together , joining r esources and skills . The signals are clear 4 increased 

regualtion, rising consumer expectations, limited dollars, concern ov/r costs-that 

we are witnessing the decline of autonomous, individual ins ·tutions and the 

growth of n ew collaborative forms of organization. 2• 3• 4• 5 ' 6 

I 
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Although multi- institutional arrangements are r ecent p henome n a in t e r ms o f 

growth, the idea is not a new one. Some 50 years ago, the Committee on the Costs 

of Medical Care advocated such arrangements, 
7 

and the Hill-Burton l e gislation in 

1946 was also supportive of this notion . In 1 962, McN erney and Rie del suggeste d 

interorganizational coordination in rural areas through regionalization. 
8 

The American 

Hospital Association, in its 1965 Statement on Optimum Health Services, indicated 

the need for "coordinated community and regional sy stems of facilities and service s. " 
9 

The 1968 Report of the Secretary's Commission on Hospital Effectiveness (Barr Report) 

noted the desirability of "combinations of hospitals as well as inter-hospital cooperation 

and coordination. ,, l O Both the Regional Medical Programs and the Comprehensive 

Health P lanning Act of the rnid-1960s clearly intended regionalization, cooperation, 

and integration of faciltiies and resources . More recently, the Health Resources 

Planning and Development Act of 1 974 (P.L. 93-641) provides specific encouragement 

for interorganizational arrangements . In listing 10 national priorities t o be used 

in health planning efforts, the Congress explicitly refers to such arrangements 

several times , urging: 

*The development of multi-institutional systems for coordination or 

consolidation of institutional health services (including obstetric, 

pediatric , emergency medical, intensive and coronary care , and 

radiation therapy se1·vices) . 

*The dev elopment of medical group practices (especially those 

whose services are appropriately coordinated or integrated with in

stitutional health services), health maintenance organizations, and 

other organizaed systems for the provision of health care . 

*The development of health service institutions of the capacity to 

provide various levels of care (including inten siv e care, acute 

general care, and extended care) on a geographically integrated 

basis . 

*The development of multi-institutional arrangements for the shar-

ing of support services necessary to all health service institutions. 
11 

Recent data, presented in Table 1 , provides evidence of the magnitude of 

the development of interorganizational arrangements. Reporting on short-te rm 

community hospitals, Brown and Lewis found that, in 1975, 24 percent of community 

hospitals and 32 p ercent of community hospital beds we re part of multiple hospital 

systems . 12 The data indicate that the for-profit sector alre ady is dominated by 

investor-owned systems and that there is exte nsive pe netration of systems in the 
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not-for-profit sector as well . Upward of 370 multiple hospital systems are said to 

be operating in the United States, and the degree of concentation within the industry 

appears to be growing . 

TABLE 1 

Community Hospitals and Beds in Multiple 
Hospital Systems, by Type of Ownership - 1975 

Type of Hos2ital s 
Ownership I Total Systems % I Total 

'Nongovernment al, 3, 355 940 28 649, 000 
not-for-profit 

Investor-owned, 755 309 40 70 , 000 
for-profit 

State and local 1,745 156 8 207, 000 
governmental 

TOTAL 5,855 1,405 24 926,000 

il'rounded numbers 

Beds 
Systems % 

210,000 32 

37,000 51 

46, 000 22 

293, 000 32 

Source : Montague Brown and Howard L . Lewis. Hospital Management ~ystems-Multi-

Unit Organization and Delivery of Health Care. Germantown, MD : Aspen Systems 

Corporation , 1976. 

ORGANIZATIONAL TYPOLOGIES 

Multiple institutional arrangements may be defined as any combination of 

individual faciltiies under a consolidated or cooperative structure which serves to 

form a larger entity . This is a broad definition, recognizing that t~ese arrangments 

have evolved t aking a variety of organizational forms. A number of efforts have 

been made t o categorize and describe these various alternatives . Clark , for example, 

has suggested that systems might be characterized in terms of the degree of their 

physical or organizational integration . 13 Starkweather, in his formulation, includes 

geographic proximity of facilities and organizational patterns in a manner similar 

to Clark, but he adds five additional dimensions ; (1) "legal bonds," which range 

from implied agreement s to formal agreements which replace all prior legal entities; 

(2) "Nature of combined services, 11 ranging from support and administrative services 

only to direct patient care operations; ( 3) 11 stages and forms of production , 11 ranging 

from affiliations between different organizations to transformations which lead to 

new forms of health care delivery ; (4) 11 geography of population served," in contrast 

with geography of provider organizations; and (5) "organizational impact, 11 which 
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ranges from minimal changes in individual tasks or jobs to systemwide changes , 

unexpected impact, and unpredictable consequences. 
14 

Each of these seven 

dimensions may be viewed a s a spectrum of arrangements among in stitutions , 

representing various types and degrees of interorganizational cooperation . 

DeVries, in a r ecent effort , h as developed a scheme by which to categorize 
15 muJtiple hospital arrangements. Using corporate owne rship, corporate management, 

and system influence on major policy decisions as the dimensions of interest, DeVries 

suggests seven types of organizational arr angements . Ranging acros s a contin uum 

of increasing system control, the cat egories include formal affiliation , shared or 

cooperative services, consortia for p lanning or education , contract management, 

lease , corporate ownership but s eparate management, and complete ownership . 
16 Variations on these basic themes have been suggested by Mason and by Reynolds 

and Stunden. 17 For purposes of reviewing the current status of interorganizational 

arrangements and to point to some recent developments, a formulation drawing 

primarily on DeVries and Starkweather will be used . Emphasis will be placed on 

ownership, degree of management centralization, e>...-tent of policy control, and 

geographic p1·oximity of facilities . The types of arrangements t o be included fa]] 

into two major categories-muJtiple ownership and single ownership. Within each of 

these categories, the predominant organizational forms will be discussed . 

MULTIPLE OWNERSHIP 

Shared Services 

The first category of interest i s that of sha red services or affiliations , 

representing the least pervasive types of arrangement b etween two or more organ

iz ations. Consolidation applies only to a specific program or ser vice, which may be 

clinical or ad ministrative in nature . Within the joint or shared ventm·e , all 

participating parties are at risk. 18 Ownership of the participating institutions 

continues to be sepai·ate, management r emains decenh·alized, and major policy control 

is retained by each separ at e organization . 

shared s ervice or affiliation arrangements. 

Geographic proximity can vary in 

That is, there are illustrations of 

services shared among organizations i n geographic proximity, for example shared 

laundry services , as well as services such as joint purchasing , which can be 

shared by organizations that are geographically dispersed . 

Sharing of services among institutions is ,•.ic:espread . A 1971 survey of short

te rm c ommunity hosp itals indicated that two-thirds of the r esponding hospitals 

were involved in some form of sharing . 1 9• ZO .An extensive list of shared services 
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was categorized into four groups : medical facilities and care , manpower r esources , 

administrative and other s ervices , and continuing education /in-service training 

Fro grams . Results indicated that the greatest concentration of sharing was in the 

area of administrative services and secondarily in medic al facilities and care . 

While b lood banking , a medical service, was reported as the single most frequently 

shared service , eight of the n ext nine most common shared services wer e 

administrative in nature. Among the eight, purchasing of various t y pes of 

supplies was predominant. 

Taylor, in 1975, found evid ence of substantial sharing among hospitals of 

all types, with t he great est de gree of par ticipation occurr ing in short-term 

general community hospitals , particularly nongovernmental, not-for-profit facilities. 
21 

Administrative services remained the most frequently shared, led b y pur chasing, 

electronic data processing , educa tional t raining , laundry, insurance programs, 

credi t and collection, and management engineering. Most commonly shared clinical 

service s included blood banking , laboratory services, and diagnostic radiology . 

The data indicate significant expansion of sharing since 1970 , with the rate of 

growth for administrative services exceeding that of clini cal services . 

Sharing of services has taken place within various types of arrangments . 

Among the alternatives are : referred services, in which ,s;)l~ institution provides 

the services to other participating institutions; purchased or joint contract 

services, where a group of institutions has cooperatively n egotiated one contract 

with one provider of a service or resource; multisponsor ed services, in which 

the service is organized and operated on a cooperative basis by the participating 

institutions, often through cr eation of a separate org anization; and region al 

service , which is organize d and operated throug h a local, state, or regional 
• t" 22 assoc1a 10n . 

A recen t developmen t is the emergence of shared activities across multi

hospital systems , S u ch intersystem sharing is evidence d by the creation of 

Associated Hospital Systems (AHS), a group composed of 10 nonprofit multi

hospital systems with some 240 facilities and almost 29,000 beds . 23 Also of interest 

is the formation of the Voluntary Hospitals of America, Inc . (VHA), a for-profit 

cooperative which includes some 30 large hospitals and hospital systems. 24 

Fitsche n has argued that the for-profit mode will enable the cooperative t o avoid 

certain r estrictions on the scope of its activities and to allow for retention of 
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25 
profits. In both AHS and VHA, shared purchasing represents an area of initial 

activitiy . 0£ special note is the move to expand such purchasing into the r e alm of 

capital equipment. Traditionally, joint purchasing has focused on low unit cost, 

high volume supplies . The move to joint capital pur chasing suggests concern with 

low volume, high unit cost equipment. The se two groups continue to explor e 

common problems and seek to identify areas of potential for share d arrangeme n ts. 

Overall, shared services represents a growing form of interorganizational activity . 

CONSORTIA 

The second type of arrangement is the consortium , a cooperative venture 

in which a group of institutions engage in joint planning, notably for clinical 

services. The institutions involved u s ually are geographically proximate, and their 

activities may result in a reallocation of clinical and medical services for a 

geographically definiable population , Within a consortium, each hospital maintains 

its corporate ownership and identity, but a central coordinating body typically 

is established . Thus, consortia do influence major policy decisions for member 

hospitals but do not affect management control. 

While the basic thrust is in joint planning, several consortia have been active 

in sharing both clinical and management services. Coordination and integration 

of medical s taffs has also b een a component of much of the consortia effort. While 

the membership o f a consortium may include diverse types and different size 

institutions , a common theme i s recognition of t he equality and interdependency 

th ti . t· . t· 26,27, 28 among e par c1pa mg orgaruza 10ns . 

MANAGEMENT CONTRACTS 

A third category is the management contract, or full management without 

ownership . In this arra ngement, the servicing organization assumes full 

responsibility for day-to-day management . Owner s hip and legal r esponsibility , 

however , are retained by the managed institution . The servicing agency does 

exert some influence on major policy decisions, and management contracts have 

been arranged between organizations both geogr aphically proximate and geographically 

dispersed. Brown has argued that suc h an arrangement allows the servicing 

organization to grow and expand whil e the managed facili t y receives needed skills 
. 29 30 and expertise. ' 

In the not-for-profit sector, several recent surveys indicate that the 

manageme nt contract has been and will continue to be a rapidly growing approach 

t • t • ti" 1 31, 32 Of 1 o 1n eror garuza ona arrangements . particu ar note i s the increasing use 
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of management contract arrangements by small, rural hospitals often faced with 

fi • 1 • d bl 33,34,35 severe 'nanc1a, service, an manpower pro ems. 

Within the investor-owned sector, management contracts have , for some time, 
36 37 been viewed a s a desirable means of organizational growth. ' Among many of 

the investor-owned systems, management con tracts are expect ed to be a major 

area of expansion, although there will be continued activity in acquisiton of 

•• h • al b 'ldi f h "t 1 38• 39• 40 I • ht b dd d th h eXJ.stlng osp1t s or Ul ng o new osp1 as . t m1g e a e at t e 

investor-owned systems, while primarily servicing for-profit hospitals , have 

cont racted to manage a number of nonprofit hospitals as well. While early contracts 

ofteninv olved hospitals which were in very serious difficulty, management companies 

are now showing increasing selectivity, looking for institutions which could be 

viable or are already doing reasonably well but which could still benefit from the 
41 arrangement. 

The recent growth and development of management contracts in both the 

nonpr ofit and for-profit sectors is summarized below in Table 2. 

Nonprofit 
For- profit 

TABLE 2 

Growth and Development of Management Contracts 

Facilities 

35 
240 

1977 

Beds 

3,756 
25,810 

Facilities 

46 
290 

1978 

Beds 

3.038 
3~, 195 

Source: Donald E . L . Johnson, 11 87 multi-hospital systems grew 10%; predict 

9% expansion in 1979". Modern Healthcare, 9: 46,April 1979. 

LEASES 

A lease arrangement is somewhat similar to a management contr act in that it 

provides ful] management without ownership. However, a major distinction is 

that under a lease a1·rangement major policy decisions are made by a corporate 

board separate from t he owners of the managed institution. In essence, the lease 

transfers possession of hospital property and equipment , for a specific number of 

years and for a specified r ental, along with responsibility for the operation and 

maintenance of the hospital. T h e board of trustees of the leased hospital often 

continues to exist, albeit in an advisory capacity . Thus, control of both policy 

and management are assumed by the leasing organization. Lease arrangements 
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do not appear to be constrained geographically in that there are example s both 
. d di d 42, 43 proXJ.mate an sperse . 

SINGLE OWNERSHIP 

Decentralized 

Within the single corporate ownership model, the first category is charac

terized by separate or decentralized governance and management. There is usually 

modest system influence on major policy decisions of the individual hospitals. The 

hospitals, often geographically dispersed, are typically full service institutions 

with their own community boards of trustees. Thus, while lega] ownership is 

centralized and there may be a corporate level management staff, there remains 

a high degree of management and policy autonomy at the local level. Exemplifying 

this type of structure is the not-for-profit chain of a religious order, such as 

those owned and operated by Catholic orders. 

In recent yea.i-! concern for the continued viability of Catholic sponsorship 

has led to discussion of a number of possibilitie s for restructuring these chains . 44• 45 

Among the alternatives proposed, one model would have Catholic hospitals either 

adding other Catholic hospitals to their systems under the same ownership or 

serving other Catholic hospitals through shared services or management contracts. 

A second alternative would be to add, through acquisition, hospitals from different 

congregations, necessitating a change in corporate structure to r e flect the ne,·v 

affilia tion . .Third, large Catholic hospitals might provide management contract 

s ervices to smal1er, often rural, Catholic hospitals . A fow·th possibility is a 

consortium among Catholic hospitals, located within defined geographic and politicaJ 

b oundaries. Yet another alternative suggested is the creation of an umbrella 

corporation or holding compan y, through which shared services and management 

support could be provided to participating institutions and which could s er ve as a 

base from which to assume management responsibility or ownership of other hospitals. 461 

Thus, a b road and far r eaching set of possibilities are under consideration as 

alternatives to the currently predominant mode]. 

Centralized 

The second type of single ownership is that within which governance and 

management are largely centralized . A variety of types of arrangements fall 

within this category, including sat ellites, holding companies, investor-owned 

chains , hospital authorities, and mergers. All of these are structured such that 

the central corporate offices control major policy decisions. Management control 

tends to be centralized, althoug h there is some variation among the several 

a.i·rangements. Among nonprofit systems there are instances of both geographic 
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proximity and dispersion within this cateogry. 

An example of the centralized single corporate ownership t ype is the 

satellite or branch facility, which may be a hospital or ambulator y cai·e center . 

The s atellite, spun off by an existing hospital, is of ten located in a suburban area 

while the parent organization is located i n an urba n setting . There is a single 

board of ti·ustees, a sin gle medical staff, and the admin istrative staff is employed 

by the corporate organization . These satellite ru·rangements have s e rved to respon d 

ul • hi£ h di • k d f al k 47 ' 48 
to pop ab.on s ts, t us expan ng patient mar ets an re err networ s. 

Also illustrative of this category is the hospital holding company, patterned 

after an approach common in the banking industry. There is typically a corporate 

board, with representation from member institutions, as well as local advisory 

boards . Corp orate level staff specialists are available for management consultation . 

In • al ti £ b • ·t ti 49 some cases, a region execu ve may oversee a group o mem er 1nsti u ons . 

The holding company approach is designed to centrlaize control of policy and 

capital allocation decisions at the corporate level. while retaining decentralization 

and local autonomy for operating responsibility. 50 ' 51 • 52 The investor- owne d 

chain s o f ten are structured along these lines, although the degree o f d ecentral

ization for operating decisions varies across the corporations. 53 

Yet another example of centralized single ownership is the merger. Merger 

occurs wher e two or more previously independent organizations come together 

to form a n ew org anization through either (a) pooling assets, with e ach or ga ni za tion 

losing its identity to form a separate, new corporation or (b) acquisition , with 
54 one organization dis solving and being absorbed b y another . By d efinition . all 

policy and management control is centralized within the newly formed organization. 

Me r ger often occurs among urban institutions i n geographic proximity and with 

overlapping marke ts or service areas. 

There are , then , a variety of arrangements by which multi-institutional 

systems have evolved. The systems vary in terms of ownership, policy and 

management control and ce ntralization, and geogr aphic dispe rsion. A r eview of 

the typologies proposed thus far indicates that they are probably not exhaustive 

nor are the categories mutually exclusive . Some of the org anizational types 

discussed are in fact a mix of several categorie s . For instance, holding companies 

may have members include d via mer gers or s atellites, and they also may b e involved 

in s haring s e rvices and providing l e as e arra n gements and man age ment contracts. 

R ather than discrete org anizational types, what we may b e witnessing is a 
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cumulative scale as one moves along an increasingly pervasive continuum of 

integration. Further , while a number of organizational arrangements h ave b een 

described, certain of these represent identifiable structures but others may be 

more appropriately viewed as processes by which organizations coordinat e or 

consolidate activities. The classifications developed to date offer a sound found ation 

to begin to understand the ways in which interorganizational arrangements have 

developed. It is equally clear, however, that there is y e t work to be done in the 

formulation of organizational typologies . ..t-t.A-~ 

THE PROMISE OF MULTI-INSTITUTIONAL SYSTEMS ~ 
<-,e ~ (>,, • ,J , t 

As multi-institutional systems have evolved, a number of potential benefits 

have been ascribed to them. Thr ee types of benefits are described, categorized 

as economic, manpower, and organizational. Further, these benefits may be viewed 

at two levels. The first, the institutional level, refers to that set of advantages 

to be secured by the multi-institutional systems p er se and/or by their individual 

members. The second, or community level, refers to the benefits p r esumed to 

accrue to the people ser ved by these systems . The promise of multi-institutional 

systems may thus be framed in terms of benefits to providers and /or consumers . 

Such a formulation will enable us to evaluate the performance of multi-institutional 

arrangements in light of t hese anticipated benefits. 

ECONOMIC BENEFITS 

The first type of benefit r evolves around the notion of economies o f scale . 

At t h e institutional level, organizational consolidation should lead to improv ed 

utilization of resources, both capital and operating . Increase size should enable 

the system, through coordinated activities, to meet the same lev el of demand with 

les s capacity than that required by s eparate facilities . 55 T his advantage is 

particularly relevant for systems which are geographically proximate. Larger 

scale of operations also allows for specialization of p ersonnel and equipment, 

increased productivity, and lower staffing requirements . 56 •
57 

Another potential economic benefit lies in the ability of systems to secure 

capital financing unavailable to freestanding institutions. The stre ngth of s ystems 

provides improved access to capital markets, reduced costs of borrowing money 

and the s haring of financing fees. S y stems are viewe d a s a lower credit risk 

since the financial risk of individual facilities is s pread over a large r oper a t ing 

d fi . lb 58, 59,60 an nancia ase. 
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Economies of scale are also e xpected from shared services activities such 

as joint purchasing, which allows large volume buying, lower unit costs , and gr eater 

f h . . . . . . 61 , 62 M £ h . b f"t discounts • or t e participating institutions . any o t ese economic ene 1 s 

are applicable aci·oss the continuum of system configurations. 

A number of the economic advantages cited at the institutional level may 

also accrue to the communities b eing served. For example , larger scale of 

operations may lead to reduced operating cost s which , in t urn, may r esult in lower 

prices to consumers. 
63 

Multi-institutional systems may also serve to r ationalize 

the planning process . By coordinating development o f programs and services , 

systems can move toward planning at the community or regional level rather than 

focusing solely on individual hospitals . 64 This rationalization of the planning 

p rocess may be a means to avoid duplication of facilities and services, to improve 

h all ti f d t d ·t 65 At th ·t t e oca on o resources, an o re uce excess capacr y . e comm un.1 y 

level, benefits of such rationalization have both economic and qualitative implications. 

MANPOWER BENEFITS 

For the second type of benefit, manpower , i t has been argued that systems 

have advantages at the institutional level in terms of recruitment and retention 

of both clinical and administrative personnel. For clinicians, there is generally 

a broader range of s ervices and programs , different levels of care, and access 

to specialized personnel and equipment. Availability of specialists al1ows for 

consultation,. continuin g education, e xpanded patient referral networks, and 

simplification of vacation and educational leaves . 66 A stronger and more integrated 

clinical organization has been said to lead to improved quality of care throughout 

the system, and couple d with a more complete data base, may lead to innovation 
. . 67 
ill peer review processes . 

A strong management capability is seen a s vital to coping with an incr easingly 

complex environment. The capability of systems to attract and keep competent 

managers is considered a major attribute . 
68 

At the corporate level , the organization 

can use its greater management capacity to strengthen the system in total . 

At the individual institutional level , hospitals have access to specialize d management 

talent and may b e in a stronger position to recruit inhouse administrative 

Personnel. Multi- institutional systems can provide imp roved professional opportunities 

and a s timulating managerial e nvironment. 69 Syst ems often consist of differ e nt 

tyPes and sizes of institutions in various geographic locations, offering managers 

career mobility while enabling them to remain within the system . 70 It has also 
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been suggested that the availability of a sound management structure, alon g with 

financial stability, i s an attractive feature in the recruitment and retention of 

h 
. . 71 

p ys1e1ans. 

T he ability to recruit and retain clinical and ad ministr a tive manpower can 

be advantageous not only to the institutions involved but to the community s er v ed 

as well. Systems can attract high quality clinical personnel, can offer greater 

technical e x pertise and specialization, and improve the distribution of health man-
72 power. Likewise, greater depth and expertise in management should provide 

for stronger, more viable organizations to serve the population . To the extent 

that such manpower availability serves to enhance quality of care, people being 

s erved by systems t hereby benefit. 

ORGANIZATIONAL BENEFI TS 

The third area, organizational benefits, is also perceived to accrue from the 

development of multi-institutional arrangements. At the institutional level, these 

arrangements r epresent opportunitites to expand sel.'vice areas, increase market 

penetration , and open new patient referral networks, thus providing for organ

izational· growth. 
73 

For institutions i n underserved areas, linkage to systems 

may provide access to services and personnel otherwise unavailable. 74 • 75 

Along with the opportunity for growth, in many case s the institutional 

b e nefit derived is organizational survival itself . It has been noted, for example . 

that financial deficits, manpower shortages, and sever e facilitie s problems h av e led 

to mer gers and other types of consolidation in order to allow the institutions 

• 1 d t • 76 1nvo ve o survive. 

~lulti-institutional systems ar e expected to have greater 11 clout 11 in the 

political arena. The strength of numbers suggest increased power for s ystems 

in relationships with external agencies, such as government, third par ty payers, 

and planning and regulatory bodies, 77 along with more influence in the local 

h e alth community . This view recognizes both the political nature o f hospital activity 
78 and the potential impact of a collective approach. 

Organizational benefits derived from the development of syste ms may also 

serve the community. Growth and expansion can improve access to care and to 

clinical and administrative services and programs otherwise unavailable. 79 This 

athibute is of particular importance to pe ople in underserved a r eas. Yet another 

potential benefit is a broader, more comprhe nsive range and scope of services 

'1 bl h u1 • 80 
avai a e to t e pop ation. 
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Thus, we see that there are economic, manpower, and organizational benefits 

expected from multi-institutional arrangements, at both the institutional and com

munity levels . These anticipated benefits are summarized in Table 3. This 

formulation of expectations and promise p rov ides us with a context within \Yhich 

to review the performance of multi-institutional systems. 

Type o f Benefit 

Economic 

Manpower 

Organizational 

TABLE 3 

Summary of Anticipated Benefits of 
Multi-Institutional Systems 

Level of Benefit 

Institutional .. 
' Cost savings via. economies of scale 

operating advantages, e . g . 
increased productivity 
improved utilization of resource 

capacity 
lower staffing requirements 
r educed unit costs from joint 

activities 
financial advantages, e.g. 
access to capital markets 
improved credit standing 
reduced borrowing costs 

improved recruitment of clinical 
and management manpower 

improved retention of clinical 
and management manpower 

strong clinical and management 
capability 

organizational growt h , e . g . 
extend referral networks 
penetrate new markets 
expand existing markets 

organizational survival, e.g . 
financial improvements 
accreditation standards 

great er political power 

Community 

lower prices 
reduced duplication 

and excess capacity 
of facilities 

improved resource 
allocation 

greater access to and 
availability of breadth 
and depth of clinical 
and management 
manpower 

improved distribution 
of health manpower 

improved access to care 
increased availabilit y 

of services 
broader, more compre

hensive scope of 
services 

The potential benefits just introduced seem to have approximately equal 

applicability regardless of which ownership typology practices the concept. 
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THE PERFORMANCE OF MULTI-INS'!'ITUTIONAL SYSTEMS 

As indicated above , the performance of multi- institution al systems will be 

reviewed in light of t heir promise. The discussion will b e framed in terms of the 

anticipated economic, manpower, and organizational benefits as they relate to the 

institutional and community levels. Where possible, reference will be made to 

particular types of i n t erorganizational arrangements . Fina lly, this r eview will be 

limited to evaluations which have taken the form of published studies , reports, or 

theses. 

ECONOMIC BENEFITS 

Assessment of the economic benefits of multi- institutional arrangements i s the 

area which thus far has received the greatest attention . In a study by the Health 

Services Research Center of the Hospital Research and Educational Trust and 

Northwestern University, the programs of 16 shared service organizations were 

selected for evaluation. 81 Services were categorized into four groups; medical and 

clinical, manpower, administrative and supportive, and education and training. 

Fotn· different types of structural arrangements were included: referral service, 

purchased or joint contract service, multisponsored service, and regional service. 

The effects of sharing were measured in terms of cost, accessibility, availability . 

comprehensiveness , quality, and acceptance. Data were collected primarily through 

available documentation and interviews with individuals at t h e study sites, through 

which investigators sought to assess the impact of sharing on the s e rvices involved. 

Analyzing the various structural arrangements, the investigators reported 

that results with regard to cost were generally mixed, including s everal instances 

in which the shared arrangement had an adverse effect. By type of service, 

improvements in costs were foun d among medical services. Mixed results on costs 

were reported for administrative and manpower services, while costs for educational 

services increased. Improvements wer e noted in quality, comprehensiveness, and 

access; however, the investigators concluded that to achieve these improvements, 

there was an increase in costs . 

In another part of this study, aimed specifically at the economic impact 

of sharing, investigators evaluated five shared services (personnel/collective 

bargaining, blood banking , laundry and linen, obstetl'ic s and pediatrics, and 

printing) in six case studies. Economies of scale and resultant cost savings 
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were demonstrated, particularly in administrative ser vices . Savings were achieved 

via standardization, reduced unit cost of production through increased volume of 

processing (laundry), and joint purchasing of blood, supplies, linen, and forms. 

Reduced capital requirements were r eported and, where capital was n eeded, access 

to financial markets was found to be improved. 

The major improvement found in medical services was in the planning-, 

scheduling, and utilization of facilities and manpower, where the larger scale of 

operations achieve d through sharing led to reduction in random fluctuations in 

demand and allowed lower reserve capacity requirements . 

In an evaluation of another type of organizational arrangement, Biggs compared 

performance of traditionally managed nonprofit hospitals to nonprofit hospitals 

operating under a management contract with a for-profit corporation. 
82

• 
83 

Using 

a matched sample of hospitals, Biggs paired traditionally managed and contract 

managed hospitals on the basis of number of beds, geographic location, population 

base, average per capita income of population , type of ownership and control, 

and presence of a medical education program . The rnatchin g yielded 32 pairs of 

hospitals, data from which were collected through a survey questionnaire. 

In general, contract managed and traditionally managed hospita1=,s"appeared 

to be comparable. That is, within each of the parameters used for evaluation, 

there were more similarities than differences be tween the types of hospitals. 

There were, however, some differences of note. For example, one of the dimensions 

of interest in this s tudy was economic accountability, defined in terms of the 

cost of hospital care . Biggs found that contract managed hospitals had a lowe r cost 

per stay than traditionally managed hospitals . Khile contract managed hospitals 

had higher per diem cost, this was offset by their shorter length of stay. The 

differences in cost between the hospital types, however, was not statistically 

significant. Contract hospitals also had fewer employees per bed, and experienced 

a somewhat lower proportion of total ex--penses devoted to payroll. 

In a study of hospital mergers, Treat attempted to evaluate what he termed 

efficiency and effectiveness of a group of urban and rural hospitals before and 
84 

after merger. Efficiency measures were ave rage cost per case, average cost 

per patient day, bed turnover r ate , and employees per patient, while indicators 

of effectiveness included an index of services a.-ailable, patient days, and 

number of approved programs . Using American Hospital Association survey data, 

Treat matched 32 pairs of merged with independent hospitals, using as parameters 
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l ength of stay , services, geographic location, facilities , bed quantity, and number 

of admissions. Performance measures then were calculated for groups of paired 

hospitals according to size (over and under 300 beds), location (cities over and 

under 50 , 000 population), and time period {l year before merger, and 3 , 5 , and 

7 years after merger). 

Results indicated that, among merged urban hospitals, there was an increase 

in service capability which was accompanied by a significant increase in cost. 

Thus, while patient days declined, both services and programs increased, again 

with a concomitant cost increase. Among merged rural hospitals, a different 

picture emerged, in which both effectiveness and efficiency improved. Rural 

mergers yeilded higher occupancy, greater labor intensity, reduced length o f stay , 

higher cost per day but lower cost per case . 

Treat concluded that mergers, at least in urban areas, may not be a 

desirable structural alternative to improve cost e fficiency and, i n fact, may lead 

instead to cliseconomies of scale . 

The Samaritan Health System, based in Phoenix, Arizona, has been the 

subject of several evaluations . 1n a study by Neumann , which involved a financial 

analysis of the Samaritan system, it is reported that the rate of increase in the 

average cost per stay in f:he Samaritan system \,as not significantly di fferent from 
85 that of a control group. 

, 1eumann indicates that while there were demonstrated cost savings, notably 

in support areas, these did not result in a lower aver age cost because o f the 

small unaccredited hospitals in the system whose scope of services and quality 

were up graded . That is, start up costs of the system and increased service 

capabilities , partic ularly the addition of services \Yhich were previously unavailable 

to rural areas, were responsible for the lack of visible economi e s . The financial 

advantages that did accrue spr ead the risk of bankruptcy over a larger asset base, 

stabilized the flow of funds from operations for the entire s ystem, and provided 

access to external sources of capital funds to individual hospitals within the system . 

An earlier evaluation of this system by Edwards and Astolfi also noted the 

financial advantages achieved and further stressed the start up costs and 

increased service capability as key factors in e xplaining the absence of economies 

£ al 
86, 87, 88 

0 SC e. 
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A re-evaluation of the Samaritan system was part of a larger study on multi

hospital systems sponsored by the Hospital Research and Education Trust in 1975 . 
89 

Findings from this study are consistent with those of Newumann , i.e., average 

cost per case was greater and grew at a faster rate than that of a control group . 

The key factor reported to explain this finding was the cost involved in bringing 

the weake1· hospitals in the system up to standard both financially and qualitatively. 

In one of the more comprehensive studies to date, Cooney and Alexander 

compared the costs and revenues of eight nonprofit systems with those of a 

matched set of autonomous hospitals. 9o, 91 • 92 The systems ranged in size from two 

to seven hospitals, and in age from brand new to 12 years . The time period 

studied was 1967-1972 . In gener al, seven of the eight systems proved to be cost 

effective when compared t o the control hospitals . The system hospitals had a lower 

level and a slower rate of growth of average cost per case. They also showed 

lower gross patient revenue per stay and a slower growth rate of average gross 

revenue. Output of system hospitals was higher, measured as inpatient admissions 

adjusted for ambulatory services, despite a slower growth in bed capacity . Average 

length of stay was found to be lower in multihospital systems. There was also 

a slower growth in manhours per case. While wage rates were higher ,~ithin the 

systems, this was not accompanied by higher labor costs. 

The researchers did note immediate increases in expenses with the systems 

as a function of start up costs and the trauma of substantial or ganizatio:1al change . 

Over time, however , the cost situation changed in favor of the multihos?ital 

systems. Although some savings were achieved by reduction of direct expenses in 

clinical areas, economies of scale were most easily achieved in the hotel services. 

This was attribute d to adaptability of l abor saving t echnology. high utilization 

of bulk of bulk purchases supplies, and the lower level of conflict and absence 

of disputes over 11 turf11 • The reduction in manhours per case suggests greater 

capital intensity, more use of technology, and increased productivity within the 

systems. The authors speculate that the emphasis on cost control and facility 

utilization might be serving to encourage physicians to change their behavior 

and to adopt measures aimed at reducing length of stay . In one of the few 

direct indications of economic benefit at the community level, it is r eported in 

this study that the savings realized were passed along to consumers in the form 

of lower prices. 

Coyne, in a recent study, attempts to measure and determine the impact 
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of organizational characteristics on the performance of hospitals across several 

types of multi-unit systems. 93 Systems were defined as three or more hospitals 

under the direction of a single governing board a nd s ing le administration . T hus 

excluded were shared service organizations, consortia, and management contracts 

or leases . Eight nonprofit and six investor-owned systems were included, with 

data collected via mail questionnaire and interviews. To evaluate performance, 

Coyne selected average cost per patient day and occupancy as measures of efficiency. 

Coyne employed a number of control variables for environmental character

istics , specifically population density , factor price difference s per census region , 

and number of hospitals per county as an indicator of the extent of competition . 

For system organizational characteristics, he classified ownership as religious, 

ot her nonprofi t, or invest or -owned . Type of management structure, representing 

the division of authority and responsibility between corporate offices and hospitals, 

was characterized as functional , geographical, or institutional. Geographic dispersion 

among facilities and between facilities and corporate offices was arrayed as local, 

regional , multi.regional, and national. 

Using occupancy as the outcome measm·e, Coy ne reports occupancy to 

be influenced by the type of system ownership . Religious order hospitals were 

found to have occupancy r ates significantly higher than the other ownership types. 

Hospitals in geographically concentrated systems, with a hig h degree o f centralized 

clinical and administrative services, were found to reduce duplication and h a ve 

higher utilization than geographically dispersed systems with few centralized services . 

This is attributed by Coyne to patient referral networks and greater con solidation 

of medical staff organization. 

With cost as the measure of outcome, Coyne found ownership was not 

associated with efficiency , Controlling for size and for organizational and 

environmental characertistics, costs in investor-owned hospitals were not signi

ficantly different from those in nonprofit hospitals . In highly centralized systems, 

the level of capital e >..-penditure authority of the administrator was found to be 

associated with cost efficiency. As this authority rose from low to medium, 

efficiency increased; however, beyond the medi urn level, cost efficiency decreased. 

Within functionally organized systems, as geogr aphic dispersion increased, communi

cation and coordination problems grew and efficiency decreas ed. Ins titutionally 

organized systems were found to be more efficie nt than either f unctionally or 
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geograp hically organized systems, leading Coyne to s uggest t hat cost efficiency 

may b e highest in the more autonomously structured systems . 

Overall, Coyne argues that the systems owned b y r eligio us o r der s , 

institutioa1t,lly structured, pro,ide for sufficient man age ment autonomy while 

r etaining certain policy prerogatives in the governance function, the net result 

of which is greater control of costs and utilization than found in more centralized 

systems. 

In summary , the evidence a s to achiev ement of the anticipated e conomic 

benefits of multi- institutional arrangements appears to be mi xed. At t h e institu

tional level, several studies point to increased productivity, better utilization of 

resource capacity , and cost-savings through joint activities . In addition , there 

is some evid ence of reduced costs of borrowing money as a result of better credit 

standing . On the other band, there is also evidence of lack of success in 

attaining expected ·economic benefits. The study on shared services reporte d cost 

increases in a number of areas . Treat's study of merge rs found that, in urban 

mergers, utilization of resource capacity declined, productivity fell, and there 

was a significant incre ase i n cos ts. Likewise, the studies o f the Samaritan 

system indicate a situation of rising costs. However, in several of t he studies , 

investigators point to improved access to care, greater availability of p r og r ams, 

and provision of a broadei· range of activites as the factors explainin g the absence 

of e conomic b en e fit s . There is pre sumably a trad e-off made bet ween the 

organizational benefit of improv ed service capability at the community le,el and 

economic benefit in the form of cost savings at the institutional level. 

While the data on economic benefits at the institutional level are mixed, 

there is a general lack of evide nce on economic benefits at the communi ty level . 

The major exception is the Cooney and Alexander study in which lower prices 

were reported in multihospital systems vis- a-vis the control g roups. 

It must be added that the issue of whether economic b enefits have bee n 

secured is confounded by methodological problems in a n umber of the s t udies . 

For example, findings reported in the study of 16 shared services organiz ations 

were based on limited documentation and on individual perceptions of the impact 

of sharing . Detailed cost d ata generally were n ot available, restricting t_h e rigor 

of the analysis. In some cases, the outcome measures employed may be s uspect . 

For instance, it is not clear t hat cost per patient day is an appropriate measure 

of 11 cost efficiency. 11 Another complicating factor is t h e potential cha n ge in t he 

mix, may vary, thereby confounding the analysis . That is, in the absence of 
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control factors to assure that we are measuring the same phenomena , it i s difficult 

to discern if indeed economies of scale have been achieved . 

MANPOWER BENEFITS 

Manpower benefits at the institutional level concern the recruitment and 

retention of both clinical and management personne l. Only some of the studie s 

explicitly address this issue. Treat, for instance, found t hat rural hospitals 

which me rged improved their ability to r ecruit p er s on nel. 94 Cooney a nd Alexander 

reported that although the Samaritan system devoted substanti al effort to recruitment 

of physicians for the rural hos pitals , there was on ly modest success . Further , 

there continued to b e problems of retention. 95 At t he community level the studies 

of the Samaritan Health System indicate that the rw-al hospitals in that system 

did indeed b enefit from the availability of management and clinical consultation 

services and from educational programs. 96 T his additional specialized personnel 

was seen as instrumental in upgrading the quality in the rural hospitals served 

by the Samaritan system. 

It is r easonably clear that many systems have been able to attract and 

retain management personnel. Cooeny and Alexander , in their study of a numbe r 

of systems, reported on issues in the use of such talent . 97 Based upon discussions 

with administrative per sonnel within 16 syst ems, they found that a h ospital based 

administrative staff was viewed a s the preferred structure for local systems of 

up to four or fiv e hospitals . Beyond these parameters, t he corporate staff 

s t ructw-e was pre ferred. Such a corporate staff offered the advantages of providing 

specialized expertise in areas to which hospital based staff cound not attend. 

This expertise could also be shared across hospit als in the s ystem . T here we r e 

noted difficulties with corporate staff, however , such as their tendency to o v er

control member hospitals, t o limit local decision making, and to slow the de cision 

making through added approval requirements. Across the systems, there may 

exist problems between corporate and hospital s taff of l ack of a uniform p er -

spective or understanding o f their respective roles within the system . 

To summarize , the data provide some support for the xpectation of 

improved recruitment and ret ention of personnel. In several instances, multi 

hospital systems and their individual institutions were found to have secured man

power b e nefits, although phy sician recruitme nt a nd retention continues to be 

a matter of concern . The anticipated b e nefits of specialize d management c ap ability 

have, to a large extent , been realized for the systems and member ins titutions , 

but problems o f interre lationships apparently require attention . The communities 

l 
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served by multi- institutional systems appear to be benefiting , quantitatively and 

qualitatively, from the availability of specialized clinical and managerial talent. 

ORGANIZATIONAL BENEFITS 

The evidence to date would indicate t h at a number o f t he expected benefits 

at the ins titutional level have b een achieved. In the studies of the Samaritan 

system, it was reporte d that the organizational survival of several urban and 
98,99 rural hospitals was a r e sult of joining this multihospital system . The hospitals 

involved benefite d in t erms of financial capability, operating systems improvements, 

and a greater ability to meet accreditation and licensure standards. It is quite 

clear that organizational growth has occurred, and that markets and serv ice 

areas have been expanded. As part of their study, Cooney and Alexander reviewed 

some of the issues r elated to organizational growth via formation of multi-institutional 

arrangements. lOO ' l _Ol Their analysis included 16 multihospital systems, ranging 

from a two hospital satellite system to a multistate syst em o f over 80 hos pitals . 

Involved wer e systems b oth old and new, large and small, nonprofit and investor

owned, interstate and regional. The systems r epresent e d were from urban as well 

as rural environments . Struc turally , there were instances of mer ged and mixed 

governing boards, combined and autonomous medical staffs, and centralized and 

decentralized operating management responsibilities . T o gather the r equisite data, 

a dministrative personnel from the systems were asked for their perceptions of the 

organization and the environment . 

In general, findings showed that systems operating s i x or more hospitals 

tended to b e more structure d and formalized, but were perceived as less effective 

in accomplishing t asks and achieving organizational goa1s . Older systems , seven 

years and over , were seen as being less formalized , better able to cope wlth the 

environment, having superior organizational communication and coordination , 

and were generally more effective in accomplishing goa1s and tasks. Thus , it 

was suggested that the b enefits attributed to organizational growth and expansion 

might be const rained by the size of the organization and may r equire substantial 

time to achieve . 

At the community level, the study of shared services revealed that, across 

the types of arrangements, quality of services a.long with the comprehensiveness 

f "b•li • • d l • d l02 I f h o access1 1 ty to s erV1.ces wer e perceive to 1ave improve . n t er ms o t e 

typ es of services (medical, administrative, educational , and manpowe1·), quality 

was seen as the most i mp roved factor , fo1lowed by comprehensiveness. Quality 
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and comprehensiveness and , to a lesser extent, access were the most consistently 

reported areas of improvement resulting from shared s ervices . It must be 

reiterated, however, that these improvements were accompanied by increases in 

cost. Further, the researcher s noted problems relevant to access , as a r e s u1 t 

of resource reallocation and transportation difficulties . 

Biggs, in his study comparing contract managed with traditionally managed 

hospitals, r eported a different result. He found few significant differences in 

terms of services and programs offered , facilities and manpower available, or the 

resultant quality (with the exception of a higher consultation rate in contract 

managed hospitals) I 03 

Biggs also explored the nature of the relationships, which he termed social 

accountability, between the hospitals and their various constituencies . He 

found that contract managed hospitals were more likely to use the media to inform 

their communities about hospital activities, and were significantly higher in t h e 

use of questionnaire s for discharged patients to evaluate their hospitalization . 

Biggs suggested that contract managed hospitals appeared to be somewhat more 

aggressive in developing strategies to deal with their environment and to r elate 

to their communities . 

As noted earlier, Treat, in his evaluation of mergers, found increased 
104 

service capability in both urban and rural hospitals. In the studies of the 

Samaritan Health System , findings consistently showed community-level b enefits 

• t f' d h. d ·1b·li £ • 105,106 in erms o increase com pre ens1veness, access, an avai a 1 ty o serVJces . 

It was argued that these benefits served to improve the quality of care offer ed 

to people in the rural areas . 

In the Cooney and Alexander study of the Samaritan system, organization al 

growth was found to result in a greater number of services becoming available 

to the service population of the rural hospitals . 107 It was noted, however , 

that the delivery site for many of the services was not the rural hospital itself 

but rather was through referral arrangement to the larger w·ban hospitals in 

the system . 

Overall, the studies suggest that expected organizational benefits at the 

institutional level have been realized . Evidence has been presented to indicate 

organizational survival and organizational growth. Vlhile increased p olitical power 

has been suggested as an organizational benefit, there doe s not yet appear to 

be empirical evidence to assess . At t he community level, s ev eral of the studies 
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point to achievement of improved access t o care, greater availability of care, and 

a broadene d range and scope of hospital services for the people serve d b y multi

institutional systems. It has b een presumed that t he improvemen ts , along with 

structural changes made within the affiliated organizations, have served to e nhance 

the quality of care provided . 

SUMMARY 

On balance, one of the more consisten t findings in these evalua tions lie s 

in the organizational benefits o f improved access, availability and scope of hospital 

services for those in previously underserved areas. Benefiting particularly are 

rural institutions experiencing operating deficiencie s, and their service populations . 

That these benefits often have been accompanied by increases in costs s hould 

not be surprising. To the extent that many interorganizational arrangements have 

as an objective increased service capability , it would not be unreasonable to expe ct 

concomitant increases in cost. A key problem noted earlier , however, is that 

since the resource and product mix may well have changed, we do now know if 

such increases are in fact concomitant. 

Manpower benefits have received relatively modest attention in these studies. 

It i s evident that management capability has been enhanced. \\°h ile some suc cess 

in the recruitment and r etention of clinical personnel has b een r e porte d, ther e 

r emain difficulties in this area. 

The evid e nce as to achiev ement of economic benefit is mixed , at best. 

Those economic b enefits reported are pdrnarily in the hotel and support s er vice 

areas, where labor saving technology is easily app lied and whe r e turf disputes 

are minimized . The Cooney and Alexander s tudy p rovides the most p ositive 

findings thus far with regard to cost savings, but it does reemphasize the need 

t o allow sufficient time for economic benefits to accrue . 1 O 8 While savi ngs h ave 

been reported in the administrative areas , there would appear to be far greate r 

potential throug h inte gration of patient care and medic al service areas . 10 9 ' llO 

Ge neralJy, however, such integration has not been very widespread and is 

perhaps most applicable at the local or regional level where marke ts can b e 

r estructured . 111 

While multi-institutional arrangements have shown dramatic g rowth, now 

r epresenting a significant portion of the hos pital in dustry , ther e is available 

r elatively little research or evaluation . Reviewing the an ticipated b e ne fits , 

several important ar eas of interest still r eg uirc assessment. For e xample , 
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economic benefits at the community level remain largely unexplore d and manp ower 

benefits have had but limited attention. The conditions under which increased 

service capability (quantitative a:nd qualitative) offset achievement of economic 

benefit, and the long-run impact of such a trade - off is a central polic y issue 

which must be addressed. Further , the implications of diffe r ent types o f 

organizational arrangements with regard to their impact on the achieveme nt of 

economic, manpower , a:nd organizational benefits merit significantly greater 

investigation . 

Among the studies reviewed, problems of the me asures used and potential 

changes of resource , case, and product mix have been noted. Some of the 

samples have limited generalizability and several studies are cross- sectional and 

do not account for changes over time . Indeed , Studnicki has suggested that 

multihospital systems per se are perhaps too broad and complex a concept for 

explaining changes in outcomes; rather what is needed is greater specificity and 

1 . . h . £ 1 . 112 se ectivity among t e units o ana ysis. 

The work done thus far offers us a beginning as we attempt to unde1·stand 

the dynamics and the impact of interorganizational arrangements . However , we 

still lack a substantial body of empirical e vidence on the real and total effects 

of roganizational integration. While some of the anticipated benefits have been 

r ealized , and while the promise is significant indee d , there remains much to b e 

done by way of determining the r el a tions hip be tween that promise and t he per

formance of multi-institutional systems. 

BARRIERS TO MULTI-INSTITUTIONAL SYSTE~!S 

As we attempt to assess the performance of multi-institutional arra n gements 

in light of their promise, it becomes clear t hat a number of environmental b arriers 

exist that serve to impede then- development and the realization of potential 

benefits . While a variety of forces have operated to encourage their formation 

and growth , at the same time there are counte rvailin g forces . In the legal area, 

especially antitrust and tax laws , and in the financial area, particularly in 

reimbursement me chanisms , a number of dev elopments appear to be moving in quite 

a different direction, serving to constrain inte rinstitutional axrangements and thus 

preclude or dampen the achievement of their objectives .* 

*Much of the material ij the following three sections i s adapted from Vraciu, R . A . 
and Zuckerman, H. S . 1~ gal and Financia1 Constraint s on t he Development and 
Growth of Multiple Hospital Arrange ments , 11 Health Care Manageme nt Reviev: , 
Winter 1979, Aspen Systems Corporation, Germantown, MD . 
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ANTITRUST 

Antitrust laws, notably the Sherman and Clayton Acts, are designed to 

preserve and promote free competition within the econorn y In general, t hese 

laws apply to two areas: anticompetitive conduct (e. g . , price fixing , territorial 

division , boycotts) and anticompetitive str u ctw·es (e . g . , mergers , e x pansion, 

integration of organizations) . 

To this point, the hospital industry has not been exempted from the appli

cation of the antitrust laws and a series of r e cent court actions would indicat e 

that hospitals in general and multi-institutional systems in particular may be subject 

to the restrictions of the antitrust laws . Many activities of these systems could 

be construed to constitute anticompetitive behavior and one must conclude that, 

regardless of the motive for the behavior, prosecution is possible . Drawing on 

a recent review of this situation , 113 examples of activities where hospitals and 

multiple hospital systems may be vulnerable are summarized below : 

1. Hospital mergers which II substantially lessen comp etition or create a 

monoply 11 may be in violation of Section VII of the Clayton Act . 

Hospitals in a close geographical area which are contemplating mer g er 

as the means of integration (regardless of the intent) face possible 

civil suit. 

On this i s sue, Starkweather , G1·ee nawalt and Mehri nger have noted t hat 

the concern of the Justice Department revolves around hig h or increasin g con

centration or domination in a local marke t. 114 This concei·n with the n atw·e of 

the market is of particular interest to local or r e gion al s y stems, s er ving a geo

graphically defined population. Urban hospital mergers or consortia, for example , 

might be especially vulnerable. National or multiregional systems, s u c h as the 

investor-owned or relig ious o:rder chains, may not be similarly affected. 115 

2. Sharing budgets and discussions of prices by hospitals under separate 

corporate ownership could constitute price fixing prohibited under 

the Sherman Act. 

3. 11 Cooperative attempts" by hospitals to divide markets through the 

allocation of customers among themselve s could be ille gal under the 

Sherman Act. Thus, efforts to reduce duplication of services and 

match the cap acity of hospita ls with e xpected de mand , might be 

considered illegal as an unreas on able restriction of compe tition. 

One of t h e key communit y level objectives of s everal types of multi

institutional arrangements, the rationalization o f planning in order to overcome 
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the problems of duplication and excess capacity, may be vulnerable under this 

interpretation. 

4. Multiple hospital system arrangements which represent a substantial 

portion of providers in a particular geographical area might be charged 

with conspiring to restrict the supply of hospital services in a non

competitive way or to be attempting to obtain monopoly power. Efforts 

to prevent outsiders from establishing themselves in the market could 

be viewed as violations of the Sherman Act. 

In the Hospital Building Company v. Trustees of Rex Hospit al case, the 

parties were said to be conspiring to control the bed supply, blocking relocation 

and expansion of a for-profit hospital, and were generally r estrainin g the business 

of providing hospital services , all of this via blocking authorization under certi

ficate-of-need procedures. It has been argued that this control of the market 

place is, of course, one of the purposes for which many multi hospital systems 

are designed. 
116 

In addition, laid to rest in this case was the notion that hospitals 

are not involved in interstate commerce and thus are not liable under antitrust 

]aw .
117

•
118

•
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Evidence of the purchase of supplies and medicine from out-o f

state sellers, out-of-state patients, revenue from out-of-state insurance companies 

and federal governmental programs, management contract fees paid to an out-of

state b ased corporation, and expansion plans to be financed by out-of-state lenders 

led the U . S; Supreme Court to rule that interstate commerce was indeed involved. 

In a recent action, a federal district court in Detroit di s misse d an antitrust 

suit brought by a Michigan corporation which had been denied a certificate-of-need 

to build a new hospital (Huron Valley Hospital , Inc. v . City of Pontiac) _ l ZO,lZ l 

Shortly htereafter, an existing hospital r eceived approval to r eplace its facility , 

leading Huron Valley to charge that there existed a conspiracy to restrain 

market entry. In dismissing the case, the judge concluded that Congress intended 

to grant health systems agencies exemption from antitrust laws . However, this 

case, now under appeal , does not address the scope of such exemption, thus its 

possible application to private p lanning by hospital and hospital syste ms i s unclear . 

The potential ~ \ suit or prosecution, and the attendant costs, may serve 

as a barrier to multi- institutional systems . Court action may be initiated by 

regulatory agencies or by other providers who see their inter ests adversely 

affecte d by the growth and development of systems . Further, the antitrust laws 

are not neutral to organizational forms. That is, multiple hospital systems with 

separate ownership and centralized management control appear more vulnerable 
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to legal challenge than systems with decentralized management control; and hospital 

systems in geographic proximity are more vulnerable than are systems which are 

h . 11 di d 122 geograp 1ca y sperse . 

Antitrust law is p1·ernised on the notion that competition in inherently good 

and monopolistic behavior is inherently bad. This dichotomy avoids the issue oI 

whether competition in the health field, given its market imperfection, better serves 

the public interest than does cooperative behavior . 

The matter of the public inter est is perhaps the issue around which the 

planning/antitrust contradiction will be resolved. The test may well be whether 

organizational integrations unreasonably restrain trade. The questions involved 

relate to the effects on the public interest of restricting competition, whether 

integration yields results favorable to the public interest, and whether the public 

benefits of consolidation exceed the costs of restricting competition. 

FEDERAL TAX LAWS 

Federal tax laws have served to penalize certain types of multi-institutional 

arrangements by taxing income. For the most part, the laws constrain shared 

services among organizations retaining separate owne1·ship . The tax consequences 

f bli hi h d • • • h b al d b,7 B b 12 3 ' 12 4 
o esta s ng s a.1·e services orgaruzations ave een an yze J' rom erg 

and recently were summarized as follows: 125 

1 . There are r estrictions on the ty pes of services eligible for sharing . 

A shared service organization established as a 501 (e) organization 

both tax exempt and eligible for tax deductible donations-is limited 

to providing certain enumerated services, of which laundry services 

has been clearly omitted . 

However, a U.S. District Court recently ruled that a centralized laundry, 
126 operated by six nonprofit hos~itals, could not be denied tax exempt status . 

The Court concluded that although laundry services were not listed in Section 

50l(e) , the intent was to expand , not limit, cooperative services . Further, the 

Court ruled that the joint laundry did not lose charitable status simply because 

it offered services provided by commercial org anizations. Finally, shared laundry 

services which were viewed as essential, realizing no profit and operating 

exclusively for the benefit of tax exempt hospitals, could not reasonably be defined 

as unrelated trade or business . This ruling, if upheld upon appeal, would remove 

one of the barriers to shared services. 
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2. There are also r estrictions on the membership of shaJ:·ed s er vices 

organizations. Shared service organizations established under 501(e) 

c an provide services only to governmental hospitaJs and to other 

nonprofit organizations established under 501(c) (3) . Thus, investor

owned hospitals and tax exempt nursing homes could not receive 

services from a Section 501(e) organization. A shared service organ

ization established under 501(c) (3) may provide services to for- p rofi t 

hospitals only to the extent that these r emain an insubstantial part 

of the overall activities of the or ganization . 

3. The payout or allocation r equirements of Section 501 (e) and Sub

chapter T (Non-Exempt Cooperative) shared services organizations 

can lead to c apital problems for the shared services organization and /or 

liquidity problems for the hospitals. 

While these cooperatives can render services to nonmember organizations 

and are free of r estrictions on the kinds of services provided, they must p ay 

out or allocate all net earnings to avoid corporate taxation, thus leading to adverse 

reimbursement consequences and limiting the accumulation of cash r eserves. 

4. Shared service organizations established under 50l(c) (3) have no such 

pay out requirements, do not limit type of service to be shared, and 

are eligible for tax deductible donations . T his type o f status allows 

the organization to maintain the cash flow necessary to build up 

capital reserves. The major difficulty arises in obtaining such status . 

The Internal Revenue Service has taken the position that a shared 

service organization cannot quality under this section unless it 

qualifies under the provision of Section 501 (e) . While the federal 

courts have held against this overly restrictive interpre tation , hospit als 

seeking this status are nevertheless required to work through the 

courts--a time consuming and costly effort . 

5 . The tax treatment of "unrelated business taxable income" earned by 

one hospital selling services to another hospital or health care provide r 

limits the desir ability of t his kind of shared service arran gement. 

Although the "e conomies of scale" argument can be made for many 

direct sales arrangements, s ervices cannot be sold to nonhospitals or 

to hospitals with more that 100 beds , at a rate in e xce ss of cost , 

unless the hospital selling the services i s willing to pay income t ax 

on the proceeds. Mor eover, the ser vices can only be sold to tax 

exempt and governmental hospitals . 
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Overall, restrictions on tax exempt status, types of services and hospitals 

eligible for sharing, payout provisions, and t he t axability of specific categories 

of income, serve as barriers to the development of shared services, thereby limiting 

the ability to accrue the benefi ts associated with such cooperative activities. The 

Internal Revenue Code and IRS do not prevent shared ser vices arrangemen ts per 

se, but rather they pose obstacles which appeai· inconsistent with the mandate 

of P. L . 93-641. 

REIMBURSEMENT 

Existing reimbursement mechanisms fail to provide incentives for and often 

serve as constraints upon the growth and development of multi-institutional 

arrangements . Reimbursement consequences are perhaps greatest in the areas 

of accumulation of capital and reimbtU"sement for operating expenses. 

CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS 

Organizations need an inflow of funds corresponding to total financial 

r equirements, i.e. , current operating needs plus capit al requirements. Capital 

needs of hospitals include working capital and plan t capital to r eplace existing 

facilities and equipment and to add new technology . The development and 

expansion of multi-unit organizations often necessitate significant funds to finance 

h • • • • 127 F • h h • ll d • d d / t e1r acbvi ties . or 1n stance, w en two or mor e p y s1ca y eteriorate an or 
, 

financially troubled hospitals mer ge , capital for a new facility may be necessary . 

Shared service organizations , set up as separat e corporations, often require 

stai·t-up and expansion capital. 

The Medicare reimbursement formula, however , does not allow a contribution 

to capital for nonprofit hospitals. Such hospitals have move d toward great er 

use of debt financing as p hilanthropy as a source of capital funds h a s declined 

and the base of charg~aying patients has decreased. 128 Since nonprofit multi

hospital systems operate in the same environment, these systems must face a 

choice b etween a hi g h debt position and r estrictions on growth potential. 

Particularly affect ed are those institutions with high percentage Medicare/Med-

icaid business which may r e cognize the need for i n t egr ation with other organ

izations, but may be unable to generat e the start - up capital necessary for any 

n umber of forms of consolidation. 

For- profit hospitals cle ai·ly are favor ed in ~!edicare r eimbursement as they 

receive a so urce of capital unavailable to not-for- p r ofit hospitals. That is, 

for - profit or investor-own e d hospitals a.r e allowed a r etw·n on equity, at least 
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f hi h ll • • d ·t 1 d 129 
a portion o w c . genera y 1s retaine to meet cap1 a nee s . In addition, the 

ability to sell stock offers yet another source of capital. 

There are indications that some of the existing disincentives in Medicare 

reimbursement r eg ualtion may be r emoved. For example, the Health C ar e 

Financing Administration recently proposed to reimburse hospitals at the biIJed 

charge for services obtained from a related shared services organization if the 

h d t d th k • f bl • 130 Thi ·n c arges o no excee e mar et price or compara e serV1ces. s w1 

enable shared services organizations to accumulate some of the capitaJ necessary 

for working capital needs and growth . Such reimbursement is currently based 

on costs and capital must be accumulated strictly from patients and third parties 

paying on the basis of charges . However, a more stringent definition of related 

organization may serve to offset the removal of the disincentive. 

Several suggestions have been made for improvements i n the area of capital 

requirements. For example , it has been argued that multi-institutional systems 

ff t • 1 d t • 'tal f • I • d all • l3l, 132 
o er paten 1a a van ages 1n cap1 ormation, accwnu ation, an ocation. 

Systems could be allowed to pool depreciation funds among member hospitals, to 

be used to s upport needed renovation, construction, or equipment. Such an 

arrangement would provide flexibility in allocating resources within a system, 

supporting services among the units of funding new and diversified services 

needed medically and geographically . 

In trasystem borrowing or lending might be used to render the n eed for 

and higher cost of external financing. Such internal cross subsidization would 

aid overall system financial stability . Interest expenses for intrasystem borrowing 

is not now an allowable cost (except in religious order systems), ye thte cost 

of borro\\'ing is allowed if provide d through an external organization, often at 

hi h . 133 g er inter est rates. 

In summary, it would appear that a number of modifications in reimbursement 

policy r e lated to capital requirements could serve to remove disincentives , add 

positive incentives, and aid multi-institutional systems to achieve their potentiaJ . 

OPERATING EXPENSES 

There are several are as where multiple hospital syste ms are adversely 

affect ed by r eimbursement for operating expenses. An example is the 11 pay out 

p r ovision " for shared services organizations established under 501 (e), requiring 

that such o.rganizations dis tribute the net earnings to their patrons . 134 Since 

these organizations require capital of their own, the distribution of earnings often 
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is in the form of scrip, thus providing no c ash to the hospital . Medicare r eim

bursement regulations treat this scrip as an offset to the allowable costs of the 

purchased service s , potentially decreasing the hospital' s liquidity position . 

Another are a is Medicar e 's limiting its liability to hospital r o u tine service 

costs acconling to a particular hospital's r el ationship to a 11 peer group 11 determined 

by hospital bed size and location. 135 Hospitals abov e the 80th perce ntile of their 

peer group are r eimbursed at the 80th p e rcentile . A s ingle hospital within a 

multiple hospital system may offer a more sophisticated set of services and tre at 

a mo1·e complex case mix than independent hospitals of the same size by virtue 

of its ties wit h other hospitals in the syst em . Consequently , a hospital in a 

multiple hospital system may lie at the high end of the distribution and b e p enalized 

because of its shared clinical services arrangements. 

A number of other reimbursement issues are prob lematic for multi - insti

tutional systems. Within Catholic systems, lay equivalent salaries are reimbursable 

onJy if incurred in individual facilities, and are not allowable if incurre d in the 

corporate office. 136 Medicare requirements to file individual hospital balance 

sheets ignore t hose systems which h ave consolidated assets into a single or g anization 

with a combined balance shee t. 137 Further, Medicare has discouraged the d evelopment 

of self-in surance p lans by limiting or denying reimbursement of expenses under 

such plans. This is particularly damaging to multihospital systems which have 

led in developing such pl ans and have large insure d popula tio n s over which to 
' 138 

spread the risk. Self-insurance programs developed by multihospital sys tems 

have been reported to result in reduced malpractice insurance outlays, with r a tes 

substantially lower on a per bed basis than charges from commercial carriers 
139 for the same coverage . 

F or purposes of r eimburse ment it has b een suggest e d that systems mi gh t 

be treated as combined entities, rather than individual institutions, thus allowing 

internal reallocation of r eimbursement dollars within the system . 140 Provider 

certification rules under Medicare, however, allow for an e ntity with muJtiple 

components to be treated as a single provider only under ce1·tain conditions . 

The org anizations involved must : (a) be subject to the control and direction of 

one governing body ; (b) have a sing le chief me dical officer who reports to the 

governing body and i s respo nsible for all me dical staff a ctivitie s in all components; 

(c) show total inte gration of the medic al s t a ff by cred en tialing them without 

limitation to all components, and by h aving committees responsible for specific 
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areas of concern in all components of the hospital; and (d) have a single chief 

executive officer to whom all administrative authority flows and who can exercise 

adminish·ative control over all components. 
1 41 

While the virtues of internal 

reallocation may be debated , the current r egulations serve to encourage certain 

kinds of organizational consolidations but is not responsive to alternative str uctures . 

Current capital and operating reimbursement policies constrain the growth 

and development of multi-institutional systems and thus impede their ability to 

achieve the potential benefits . 

ORGANIZATIONAL CONSTRAI NTS 

In addition to environmental factors , there are forces operating within 

institutions and their communities which may serve as barriers to the growt h and 

development of interinstitutional arrangements . Among these are concerns related 

to loss of institutional i dentity and autonomy , fear of domination , uncer tainty as 

to role changes , and imbalances i n power which may lead to inequities in resource 

allocation . 

At the outset , it should be recognized that the movement toward multi

hospital systems suggests a change in values. Historically , hospitals have 

competed for resources, for patients , and for physicians . Pressure to shift from 

competition and autonomy to a mode marked by cooperation, sharing , and joint 

activity is indeed a new direction and 1·epresents a different value set. 142 In 

addition , an, underlying assumption in this process i s that the key actors will act 

r ationally, will be willing to place community welfare above Lr1stitutional concerns, 

and can convince other key actors in the organizational power s tructure to do the 
143 same. 

These organizational and community factors undoubtedly have influenced 

the rate of growth of multi-institutional systems , the strategie s employed to market 

such systems, and t he organizational forms that systems have adopted , For 

example , in describing the r e cently developed Maryland Health Care System , 

McDaniel emphasizes the need to preserve the relative independence of member 

• tit ti 144 ln tt • t • h • • f h . ins u on s . a empting o gain t e req UlSl te sup port o trustees , p ysic1ans , 

and managers, the arguments used for cooperation focused on the notion that 

v olunta ry association among independent entities would serve to strengthen each 

members' position in its own community by e}..-panding its expertise and Hs 

capability to d e al with the various sociological, professional , technological, 
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economic , and political pressures. In the formation of this sytem , hospitals we re 

sought as members if their services would be complementary rather than duplicative, 

thereby identifying noncompetitive markets. The development of particular l<lncls 

of organizational forms, s uch as consortia and management contracts are , in large 

part, mechanisms designed to overcome concern s over autonomy and control 

while pursuing the advantages of consolidations. 145 ' 
146 

Trustee concerns regarding the status and authority o f the local board 

within a multi-institutional system , r elationship o f the local board to the cm·porate 

board, changing roles and responsibilities of trustees, and pot ential loss of s t atus 

and prestige are among the issues raised in the development of systems. 
147 

•
148 

Overall, it is clear that trustee reaction t o participation in multi-organizational 

systems, and the attendant fears and doubts, is a powerful force and a potential 

barrier. 

Physician response also may serve as an inhibiting force to interorganizational 

activity . Questions regarding staff privileges , r elationships with physicians in 

other hospitals in the sy stem, proposed peer review activities, implications for 

existing clinical and financial arrangements with the local hospital, impact on 

practice patterns and patient referral networks, and effect on status in the pro-

f • 1 • ty t f th f h • • 14 9 , 15 0 e ss1ona communi represen some o e areas o p ys1o an concern . 

In addition to trust ees a nd physicians, hospital managers may be a source 

of opposition to interorganizational arrangements. Concern over job status and 

secw·ity, and a v ie w that integrative effo1·ts may reflect negatively on administrative 
151 perfor mance have been cited as barriers to syst em d evelopme nt. In addition, 

managers may share with trustees and physicians the apprehension over loss o f 

local control and autonomy . 

T he concerns of t rustees, physicians, administrato1:·s, along \\·ith those of 

other personnel within the ins titutions involved, r ep1·esent a nontrivial problem . 

The trauma involved in organizational consolidation, and the impact on achieving 

the b e nefits of interinstitutional arrangements was highlighted by t he Cooney and 
132 Alexander study. Attention has been drawn to the process by which such 

arr angements evolve and to the importance of understanding a nd dealing with 

th b h • 1 • li ti' f • t ti. 15 3' l S 4 Th d f cl • fi f e e av1ora 1mp ca ons o m egr a on. e n ee or an cation o 

roles and expectations, and for ex--plicit discu ssion of the organizational transition 
155 156 

have b een ide ntified as essential to overcoming b arriers to system d evelopment. ' 
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Thus, there is a set of organizational constraints, revolving about issues 

of values, attitudes, and roles, which should be recognized and addressed as 

we seek to secure the benefits of interorganizational arrangements. 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 

In the preceding section, it was noted that a number of barriers e)cist 

which serve to constrain the achievement of the promise of multi-institutional 

arrangements. Beyond these barriers, however, there are several areas which 

multi-institutional systems themselves may explore in an effort to more fully 

~ealize their. potential. 

HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL INTEGRATION 

The literature, ·on multi-jnstitutional systems generally characertizes the 

f f • ti. 1 • t ti :th h • t 1 ti' al 157,158 orms o orgaruza ona 1n egra on as e1 er onzon a or ver c . 
Horizontal integration refers to the linkage of similar organization s which are at the 

same stage of the production process , exemplified by aggregations among and 

between hospitals. Vertical integration refers to linkages of organizations at 

immediately related stages of the production and distribution process, which may 

be illustrated by aggregations of hospitals withnursing homes, ambulatory 

t d h 1th . . ti 159 cen ers, an ea . maintenance orgamza ons. 

It has been noted that many of the existing integrative arrangements 

are horizontal in nature, linking hospitals to other hospitals within corporately 

struch:.red management systems, designed to secure economic benefits and to 

confront external pressures. 
160 

These horizontally integrated systems, which 

may be georgraphically proximate or dispersed, are seen as adv~tageous at the 

institutional level in acquiring critical resources and in coping with managerial 

and financial deficiencies . Community level benefits achieved thus far have 

tended to concentrate around hospital oriented services. 

Vertigally integratedsystems are those which meet total institutional 

health needs of the community. For example, sucha system might include an 

acute general hospital, a skilled nursing facility , a board and care home, 

and finally a home health program. The patient who enters the system at 

the hospital emergency room with a heart attack, will, as recovery progresses, 

move to facilities providing steadily decreasing levels of care at corresponding 

cost reductions. 
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The process is illustrated by the chart followin g : 

~CUTE 
GENERAL ....._- __ 
HOSPITAL 

HOME 
HEALTH 
PROGRAM 

5 

OMPLETE 
I· DEPENDE E 

2. 

..q 

SKILLED 
NURSING 
FACILITY 

3 

AN 

Vertically integrated multi-institutional syste ms, however, may offer 

potential which in cludes not only institutional advantages but also moves 

extensively into community benefits. Connors, for example, argues that 

syste ms could be vehicles for fundamental changes in the delivery of health 

services. 
161 

He suggests that systems should be concerned with the development 

of coordinated, comprehensive plans of services for their communities, plans 

which would include various types and levels of care and which would involve 

linkages with other providers and agencies. Farley contends that syst1ems are 
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in a unique position to use their capabilities to alter the mechanisms for delivery 

of care to achieve what have been de.fined here as community as well as institu

tional benefits . 162 Toomey also claims that vertically integrated systems are 

important to secure community level benefits . He describes the Greenville system 

as one moving from a comprehensive institutionally focused system toward provision 

of medical care services in the context of community oriented programs, ex-tending 

into homes, offices, and industry, and including personal, community, and 
163 164 

institutional services along with medical and health education programs . ' 

These views suggest a broad perspective as to the future role of multi

hospital systems . Implicit in this formulation i s the notion that clinical as well 

as management services be integrated and that linkages with other health, social, 

and educational agencies be established . Such efforts could lead , as Sigmond 

has pointed out, to increased responsibilities for systems in the context of health 

delivery for a geographically defined population.
165 

Thus, vertical integration may offer opportunities for systems to provide 

greater access to and availability of services and.manpower, along with increases 

in comprehensiveness and continuity of care. Further, by including alternatives 

to hospital care, such systems could serve to reduce excess hospital capacity 

and to influence costs of care to the population served . For the most part, 

however, strategies to develop vertically integrated systems have not been widely 

demonstrated . The challenge, as Stull sees it, is bow to move the enlightened 

self-interest and creative entrepreneurship which has marked the development 

of most systems toward an orientation focusing on vertical as well as horizontal 
. t ti" 166 1n egra on . 

ACADEMIC HEALTH CENTERS 

As discussed above , on(! of the perceived benefits of multi-institutional 

arrangements is the recruitment and r etention of clinical manpower . One could 

argue that this benefit might be more easily attained were there closer inter

relationships betwee n multi-institutional systems, which have evolved largely 

around consolidation for delivery 0£ services, and academic health centers, 

whose primary focus lies in the production and clistribution of health manpower. 

To date , there is relatively little evidence of systems working in con

junction with academic health centers . Levitan bas noted that joint effort may 

b ] d d b cliff • • • 167 Th • b " • f d • e prec u e y erences 1n m1ss1on. e primary o Jectives o aca em1c 

health centers are education and research , with service of interest to the extent 

that it supports the educational mission . Further, teaching hospitals may be 
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large enough already to take advantage of economies of scale , and it is not clear 

that yet larger scale would lead to greate1· benefit clinically, O!·ganizationally , 

or politically. On the other hand , linkages between systems and academic 

center s could be mut ually advantageous. The academic center may benefit 

througl? programs for students, interns, and residents at community hospitals , 

educational opportunities for faculty at affiliated hospitals, and from availability 

of the management capability of the multihospital systems . 168• 169 Systems may 

benefit from access to a variety of clinical manpower r esources to serve their 

populations and from continuing edu catio n programs for local physicians. 170 

In turn, comm uni ties can bene fit from greater access to and availability of highly 

trained clinical manpower . The mechanisms to achieve integration may, in some 

instances, involve coordination between academic health centers and multihospital 

systems. In other instances , the academic centers may attempt to create their 

own systems . A c.ase in point is the Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's network. l?l,l?Z 

This system serve s OYer one and one-half million people in both urban and nn·al 

areas as well as producing and distributing physicians and other health manpower . 

The network offers various practice experiences in different set tings to students , 

thus using network institutions for training purposes while serving as a source 

of needed manpower to thes e institutions . Plans for the system include development 

of continuin g professional education programs, ambulatory care programs , s hared 

ser v ices, a1:d management contract arrangements. 

In a projec t r e cently funded by the W. K. Kellog g Foundation, Boston 

University Hospitals seeks to develop management contract s with community 

hospi tals and ambulatory care centers in the Boston area and to demonstrate the 

role of an academic health center in developing a comprehensive, vertically 

integrated system. 
17 3 

It is hop ed that one result \vill be a teaching network for 

the medical center, involving strong educational relationships with those hospitals 

managed by contract . It i s anticipated that clinical and profe ssiona1 s er vices, 

based at Boston University Hospital, will be shared and certain specialize d tertiary 

care services will be decentralized to the managed facili tie s . 

To some extent, the growth of systems represents entry into areas 

historically the sole domain of academic centers , thus there is potential for a 
174 

competitive posture. There may be difficulties in terms of conflicting objectives , 

differing governance and medical s t aff structures, and diffe r ences in fin ancing 
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mechanisms . On balance, however, the benefits to the community and to the 

organizations involve d would appear to outweigh tbe risks. Warden has concluded 

that t hrough such interrelationships, continuing education for profe s sionals could 

improve , a greater diversity of clinical experiences for students could be provided 

throug h a broadened range of facilities , ser vices , and patient s , and new referral 

networks could b e developed.
175 

At the community level, such linkages could 

serve to rationalize the production and distribution of health manpower, provide 

a mechanism to regionalize services with different levels of care , and improve 

access to manpower r esources and services. Thus, linkage b etween multi-institutional 

systems and academic health centers may well b e a significant step in achieving 

the expected manpower b enefits. 

MANAGEMENT AND GOVERNANCE 

In addition to coordination of the production and distribution of clinical 

health manpower, it is a lso necessary to assure that administrative manpower is 

adequate to enable the achievement of the benefits of multi-institutional arrangements . 

Indeed, the success of systems is premised heavily on strong management 

b 'liti' 176 , 177,178 capa 1 es . 

T he very notion of multi-institutional systems suggest cooperation , in tegration, 

and an orientation toward balancing the n eeds of individual organizations with 

those of the system . To a large extent, however, education a nd training have 

focused on preparing individuals to be managers in autonomous, freestanding 

facilities in which policy making occurs at the individual institutional level . 179 

The movement toward integrated systems may mean significant changes in the role 

of the manager and in the organizational environment in which the manager works . 

Future managers should be familiar with the various types of multi-insti

tutional arrangements, the circumstances and conditions under which the alternative 

forms develop, the or ganizatonal dynamics of systems, and the likely impact 

o f these arrangements. The very nature of multi- institutional systems would 

seem to indicate a nee d for emphasis not only on intraorga nizational but on inter

organizational theory and b e h avior as well. By definition , systems involve growing 

interaction among hospitals and bet ween hospitals and other health agencies . 

Managers within these systems will increasingly be involved in interorganizational 
180 181 

activities and processes . ' Concern for and understanding of the external 

e nvir onment i s further n ecessitated by increased r egulat ory control, consumer 
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demands, and greater accountability. As 1·esource allocation decisions are 

further influenced by external forces, Brown notes that managers must be able 

to coalesce various interests within the organization in order to deal effectively 

• h • .d h • ti 182 Th • • ti 1 • t wit age ncies outs1 e t e orgaruza on . us , groWlng orgaru za ona 1n e r-

dependency, operating in a more complex t echnical and behavioral environment, 

may well mean new and expanded roles for managers and , as Shortell points 

out , 11 will require new ways of thinking about the management process in health 
• • , II 183 services organ1zat10ns. 

In addition t o changes in the role of the generalist manager , the corpm·ate 

structure of multi-institutional systems may require the development of management 

specialists in various functional areas. Such 11 functional specialists" would likely 

have training in health administration, but would concentrate in a functional 

area such as ·finance , operations research, marketing, planning, or human 

resources management. Individuals so trained could work in a staff capacity 

at the corporate level, combining specialized knowledge with an unde rstanding 

of health care organizations . Further, career mobility to positions at the insti

tutional level need not be precluded . 

To meet the managerial requirements of multi-institutional systems, attention 

should not be focused solely on those preparing to e nter the field. There is, 

in addition , the need to assure managerial compet~nce on a continuing basis for 

those already located in multi-institutional organizations , A number of professional . 
organizations, such as the American College of Hospital Administrators, the 

American Hospital Association, and the Hospital Financial Management Association, 

will likely b ear major responsibility in this area . University based programs in 

health and hospital administration also could serve as a resource for the continuing 

education of system managers . Further , since t he corporate level staffs of 

multi- institutional systems are often discipline or functionally trained, t he 

university based programs could assist in providing broadly based educational 

programs to or ient these managers to the various facets of the health care 

industry . Seve1·al of the systems themselves are becoming active in continuing 

education for their management staffs , For example , through its Cente r for 

Health Studies, the Hospital Corporation of America is developing educational 

programs for hospital and corporate leve] management staff. 184 The focus 

in these programs is on financial management, htL--::1an r esources management, 

leadership, and management systems . Ther e is also an advanced program in 

-: 
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multiple facilities management aimed at preparing individuals to move to r egionaJ or 

corporate management. 

Thus , to assure continue d managerial competence in an incr easingly complex 

environment, various educational alternativ es mig ht be exp lored . The s e inv olve 

r econsideration of the r ole of the manager in the context of multi-institution al 

systems, the potential for fm1ctional specialists, and the need for continuing 

management education. 

Along with the n eed for continuing management capability , securing t he 

benefits of systems will require attention to the function of governance . Coyne, 

in his study, noted the critical importance of the governance function on the 
185 

performance of hospitals in mul ti-institutional systems . As systems continue 

to evolve, it is argue d that trustees will have to focus on long-range planning 

and strategic decision maldng, while moving away from involve ment in institutional 

operations. 
186 

The governance role in these emerging organizations requires 
187 individuals who can work as part and think in terms of systems . Trus tees 

will b e charged to make difficult resource allocation decisions, attempting to 

balance the needs of the system with those of the individual facilities. 188 

Trustees at the corporate level are encouraged to think in terms of the greatest 

good for the entfre system . At the locaJ level , trustees seek to protect their 

hospitals for their communities , while attempting to view their facilities \dthin the 

context of a network of institutions . 

As a 'part of a major organizational restructuring, the Sisters of ~lercy 

Health Corporation is d evoting substantial time and attention to the governance 

f unction. 189•1 90 Efforts are b eing made to enhance the capability of governance 

at the local level through changes in board composition, new educational programs, 

and by providing greater clarity as to r oles and responsibilities . In addition, 

the linkage between local and corporate governance is being strengthened . 

Improving the capability of the gove1·nance function is a crucial t ask as 

systems seek t o achieve their poten tial . Education for trustees in multi-in stitu

tional settings is taking on new importance, and programs must be desi gned to 

assure adequate understanding of the changing , challenging environment i n which 

trustees will be working . 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The evidence to date indicates cle arly that the hospital industry i s evolving 

from a set of rather independent facilities to a mode of highly interdependent , 
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multi-institutional organizations . These emer ging or ganizations, which have assumed 

a variety of forms, offer substantial promise to their communities and to the 

institutions themselves in terms of economic, manpower, and org anizational b enefits . 

The achievement o f these benefits has , to some extent, been con strained by a 

number of envfronmental and organizational barriers . In adclition. there are 

important areas of activity yet to be explored by the systems in order to more 

fully realize their potential. 

Over time , it is e:,,..'Pected that ther e will be continued development and growt h 

of multi-institutional systems . Pluralism will likely continue to characterize the 

ownership , financing, and operating approaches of systems . However , as external 

pressures mount to control costs and reduce capacity, the predominant patterns 

may be those which include ownership obligations and tighter management arrange

ment s . It seems qui te possible that organizations gradually will move toward more 

pe1·vasive types of consolidations . Indeed, arrangements such as shared services 

and consortia may serve to create an environment within which organizations 

begin to develop more far-reaching and extensive degrees of int egration . 

As systems grow, it is likely that we shall witness continued interaction 

and cooperative activity among these organizations, evidence of which is already 

beginning to accumulate . Yet, at the same time, there will be increased competition 

among and between systems . Indication of competition between investor-owend 

and not-for-profit systems already is being evidenced . In addition, as nonprofit 

systems continue to e>..'F)and, there may arise intersystem competition for manpower 

resources, new markets, access to capital, and technology . 

Continuing consolidation and organizational integration will bring greater 

concentration of economic and politi cal power . While t his concentrat ion holds 

great promise, there are probably limits to the degree of concentraion appropriate 

to the public interest . This means constant v i gilance to balance the needs of multi-

institutional systems with those of the communities and p eople served . Thoughtful 

observers of the multihospital movement have raised a number of public policy 

t • • t hi d 191.l9Z Th k 'f ·11 b • ques ions 1n s r egar . ey as 1 • systems wi e responsive to 

community needs, if access to care can be balanced against the need to reduce 

capacity , if cost savings will be passed on to consumers , if community demands 

can be r econciled with system n eeds, and iI the desire for organizational growth 

and new technology will conflict with efforts for planning and cost control. 
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These issues bring us full circle . We have descr ibed a r ange o f or ganiza

tfonal arr angements , emanating largely from within t he hospital industry, designed 

to deal wjth the very public policy questions raised . We have s een that these 

arrangements hold substantial promise to the com□unl lies served as well as to t he 

organizations themselves. We have seen that while some of the promise has been 

fulfilled, there remains much to be done. It has bee n shown that constraints 

such as antitrust, tax law, reimbursement policies , and or garuzational b arriers 

have served to preclude the relaization of the potentia l of multi-institutional 

systems . It h as also been note d that there are ave nues yet to be pursued by the 

systems themselves . These interor ganizational arrangements r epr esent not only 

a reconfiguration of the hospital industry , but further s uggest that sy stems may 

assume new roles and broadened r esponsibilities. To meet these respon sibilities, 

and to fulfill these roles, systems may move toward greater clinical as well as 

management integration, and develop stronger interrelationships with those 

organizations involv ed with the production and di s tribution of clinical and ad minis

trative manpower . As this process evolves , it is essential that adequate evaluation 

be undertaken to demonstrate clearly the nature o f the relationship between the 

promise and the performance of multi-institutional systems . 
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